This grid of letters conceals words lying across or down, similar to a Crossword puzzle. The words to find are listed below the grid with their # of letters - cross them off once you’ve entered them. The circled cells - from the top, left to right - spell out this puzzle’s answer.

Retro Cross #53

Solution: 7 letters

(3) AND CAT EEL ETA IDA LTR NSS

RES RHO RYE SLY WPM YEN (4) ARIA

ARID ARKS AWRY BIKE CART DONT EMIL

ENYA EPEE ERAS HARE IRAS IT IS KNEE

LYRA ONE M PART PITT POOL RICE SNAG

SOME STAR STEN TORE TREE YAKS (5) APPLE

EMCEE EMIRS ERGOT ESSES GRIME LIBRA MIGAS

NO LIE OASIS PLUTO POWER PRIMA RHINO SABER

SEDAN SEMIS SMART SONET STEAM STOMA TEASE

WIPES (6) CLOCKS DREDGE HEARTH SAHARA STRIPE TAKE TO

ART SHOW DEEPENS EPISODE SCENTED (10) COPY EDITOR DOUBLE PARK MATCH STICK

TWIN ENGINE